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The Definitive Guide to SQLGet comprehensive coverage of every aspect of SQL from three

leading industry experts. Revised with coverage of the latest RDBMS software versions, this

one-stop guide explains how to build, populate, and administer high-performance databases

and develop robust SQL-based applications.SQL: The Complete Reference, Third Edition

shows you how to work with SQL commands and statements, set up relational databases, load

and modify database objects, perform powerful queries, tune performance, and implement

reliable security policies. Learn how to employ DDL statements and APIs, integrate XML and

Java scripts, use SQL objects, build web servers, handle remote access, and perform

distributed transactions. Techniques for managing in-memory, stream, and embedded

databases that run on today's mobile, handheld, and wireless devices are included in this in-

depth volume.Build SQL-based relational databases and applicationsCreate, load, and modify

database objects using SQLConstruct and execute simple, multitable, and summary

queriesImplement security measures with authentication, privileges, roles, and viewsHandle

database optimization, backup, recovery, and replicationWork with stored procedures,

functions, extensions, triggers, and objectsExtend functionality using APIs, dynamic SQL, and

embedded SQLExplore advanced topics such as DBMS transactions, locking mechanisms,

materialized views, and two-phase commit protocolUnderstand the latest market trends and

the future of SQL
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Southern Fire, “Good But Outdated. Exhaustive, valuable reference, but badly outdated in 2014

due to evolving standards. Author (Jim Groff) courteously acknowledged printing error on p.

242. In a highly technical book, that sort of thing can be very confusing to first-time learners

and people reviewing the details of SQL.  I hope a 4th Edition will appear soon.”

Michael L., “Very detailed. This is a great resource for those looking to dive into SQL. If

anything, there is probably too much information. But this is 100% preferable over not enough

information.”

CB, “Five Stars. complete and comprehensive”

C. Jones, “Excellent, Easy to understand book on sql. I found the book easy to read and

understand. Content is very well presented.My instructor has pointed out a few errors. I would

have given 5-stars if it wasn't for the errors in the book.I highly recommend.”

Scott, “Five Stars. Very easy to read and quite comphrensive”



Smitty8498, “A Must!. This is the "Perfect" SQL reference book. The information in this book is

very comprehensive, you may not need another, It's pretty complete.”

Robert E. Ryan, “Great Primer for SQL and Databases. Complete reference for SQL (SYSTEM

QUERY LANGUAGE), for the last 30 years... I greatly recommend this book, for beginners and

returning veterans.”

John Meakin, “An excellent book with minor flaws. I bought this book to refresh my memory of

SQL after not having used it for a number of years.It is very clearly and simply written on the

whole, and the examples are easy to follow.A couple of minor niggles, though: the examples

very often refer to sample databases which are tucked away in Appendix A, necessitating

constant flicking back and forth to understand what is happening; and occasionally, the sample

query results appear to be wrong. I would recommend that the authors run their queries for

real and check the results against those set out in the book.On the whole, though, I would

certainly recommend this book:  hence the four stars.”

Yahir Carvajal, “Exceltente Libro. Llego antes de la fecha marcada en excelente estado y

exelente libro.”

The book by Paul N. Weinberg has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 35 people have provided feedback.
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